Bioconjugates of PAMAM dendrimers with trans-retinal, pyridoxal, and pyridoxal phosphate
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Background: Bioconjugates of a polyamidoamine (PAMAM) G3 dendrimer and an aldehyde were synthesized as carriers for vitamins A and B₆, and the bioavailability of these vitamins for skin nutrition was investigated.

Methods: Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and ultraviolet-visible methods were used to characterize the structure of the bioconjugates and for monitoring release of pyridoxal (Pyr) and pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) from these bioconjugates in vitro. A skin model permeation of bioconjugates was also studied in a Franz chamber.

Results: A transdermal G3 PAMAM dendrimer was used to synthesize bioconjugates with trans-retinal (Ret), pyridoxal (Pyr), or PLP. These nanomolecules, containing up to four covalently linked Ret, Pyr, or PLP (G₃⁴Ret, G₃⁴Pyr, and G₃⁴PLP), were able to permeate the skin, as demonstrated in vitro using a model skin membrane. PLP and Pyr bound to a macromolecular vehicle were active cofactors for glutamic pyruvic transaminase, as shown by ¹H NMR spectral monitoring of the progress of the L-alanine + α-ketoglutarate → glutamic acid + pyruvic acid reaction.

Conclusion: PAMAM-PLP, PAMAM-Pyr, and PAMAM-Ret bioconjugates are able to permeate the skin. PLP and Pyr are available as cofactors for glutamic pyruvic transaminase.
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Introduction

Vitamins are important skin nutrients delivered topically in cosmetic creams. The amount that reaches the skin depends on the solubility of the vitamins and their transepidermal diffusion. Permeability of vitamins can be increased by use of a transdermal carrier. In recent decades, the most explored macromolecular vehicles have been polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers. These monodispersed dendritic molecules have a strictly defined shape and size and are able to encapsulate drug molecules, resulting in formation of host–guest complexes. On the other hand, full-generation PAMAM dendrimers have surface amine groups (32 amine groups in the third-generation PAMAM dendrimer, G3), offering an easy route for formation of conjugates with drugs. Due to the relatively low toxicity of PAMAM dendrimers, they are frequently used as transdermal diffusion promoters. In previous studies, we have used PAMAM dendrimers as carriers for 8-methoxypsoralen, the photosensitizer used in psoralen and ultraviolet light A therapy (PUVA), riboflavin, and vitamin C. In all these cases, the PAMAM dendrimers formed host–guest complexes with 8-methoxypsoralen, vitamin B₂, and vitamin C, thereby modifying the transdermal flux of the guest molecule. Another approach to influencing the rate of transdermal diffusion is based on covalent binding of a prodrug.
Materials and methods

The common solvents and reagents used for synthesis of PAMAM dendrimers or PAMAM bioconjugates, ie, ethylenediamine, methyl acrylate, 13-cis-retinal and all-trans-retinal, Pyr, and PLP were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). Glutamic pyruvic transaminase from porcine heart (EC 2.6.1.2, activity 75 units/mg of protein; Sigma-Aldrich) was used for catalytic tests.

$^1$H and $^{13}$C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded using a Bruker 300 MHz instrument. Ultraviolet-visible spectra were recorded on an Hitachi U-1900 spectrophotometer. Permeation of G3$^{\text{Ret}}$ and G3$^{\text{PLP}}$ conjugates was studied using a Franz diffusion assembly (model DC 600; Copley Scientific Ltd, Nottingham, UK) equipped with 6 cm$^2$ acceptor compartments. A polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) model membrane (0.125 mm thickness) was used for the permeability studies. The bioconjugates were released from emulsion, which was prepared using ceteryl alcohol (1.5 g), Brij™ 72 (1.2 g), and Brij 58 (0.3 g) as emulsifiers, Vaseline® (5.0 g), stearin (0.5 g), glycerine (1.5 g) (all from Sigma-Aldrich), and water (40.0 g). Samples for the permeability studies were prepared by dissolving 90 mg of G3$^{\text{PLP}}$ or G3$^{\text{Ret}}$ in 1 g of emulsion. Samples weighing approximately 250 mg were mounted over a commercial PVDF membrane for assessment of permeability.

The receiving medium was 0.067 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) in ethanol 7:3 v/v. The progress of diffusion was monitored spectrophotometrically at 355 nm for G3$^{\text{Ret}}$ or 275 nm for G3$^{\text{PLP}}$ using extinction coefficients calculated for the conjugate solutions in receiving medium. The receiving solution was stirred magnetically at 100 rpm and 32°C. Next, 10 mL aliquots of receptor solution were taken at 0.5 hours or longer time intervals and the receiver compartment was filled with a fresh 6 mL of receptor solution. The experiments were conducted until at least 1.5% of the initial amount of vitamin was received in the receptor solution. The results are presented as the mean (±standard deviation, shown as bars) of six sets of measurements. The results were analyzed calculating the flux in μmol·hour$^{-1}$·cm$^{-2}$. The active area of the membrane determined by size of the ring in the Franz cell was 0.176 cm$^2$. The cumulative amounts of G3$^{\text{PLP}}$ and G3$^{\text{Ret}}$ received as a function of diffusion time were crucial to determine the diffusion properties of the bioconjugates. For comparison of diffusion efficiency, the slope of the linear part of the plot showing the cumulative percentage of conjugate versus time was used as the quantitative parameter. The slope was obtained using a linear regression procedure with Origin 8.6 packet software (Gambit COD, Krakow, Poland).

Synthesis of PAMAM dendrimers

A third-generation PAMAM dendrimer with an ethylenediamine core (G3) was synthesized according to a previously published method and purified using dialysis in a water-water system through a cellulose membrane (ZelluTrans/Roth 3.5 with a 2 kDa cutoff), as described elsewhere. The purity of G3 was confirmed by $^1$H and $^{13}$C NMR spectra in deuterium oxide and in methanol-$d_4$. Standard one-dimensional and two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy, nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy, heteronuclear single-quantum correlation spectroscopy, and heteronuclear multiple bond correlation measurements were performed to obtain the spectral assignments of G3 and its bioconjugates.

Synthesis of PAMAM G3-Ret bioconjugates

Synthesis of G3$^{\text{cis-Ret}}$ and G3$^{\text{trans-Ret}}$ was performed at a 300 mg scale of G3 (0.42 mmol) in methanol as follows: 1.138 g 13-cis- or 13-trans-retinal (1.68 mmol) in 20 mL of methanol was added dropwise to 30 mL of G3 solution with vigorous stirring in a nitrogen atmosphere in the dark. Then the mixture was then left for 30 minutes, followed by evaporation of the methanol under a stream of nitrogen.
The progress of the reaction and final products (see Figure 1 for schematic formula of G3<sub>4-trans-<i>Ret</i></sub>) was characterized by <sup>1</sup>H NMR spectroscopy. The bioconjugates were purified by extensive dialysis in a methanol-methanol system through a cellulose membrane (ZelluTrans/Roth 3.5 with a 2 kDa cutoff). The <sup>1</sup>H NMR spectrum for G3<sub>4-trans-<i>Ret</i></sub> showed the presence of G3<sub>4-trans-<i>Ret</i></sub>. Therefore, pure G3<sub>4-trans-<i>Ret</i></sub> was used for further experiments. In a separate experiment, performed using 40 mg of G3, a stock solution of 13-trans-retinal was added in portions to obtain G3<sub>4-<i>Ret</i></sub> conjugates (where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 16) as a methanolic solution, and ultraviolet-visible spectra were recorded in methanol (Figure 2).

<sup>1</sup>H NMR (G3<sub>4-trans-<i>Ret</i></sub> in CD<sub>3</sub>OD, for atom numbering see Figure 1) showed 8.48 ppm (1H, d, H-15), 7.08 (1H, dd, H-11), 6.50 (1H, d, H-12), 6.38–3.23 (3H, three overlapped doublets, H-7, H-8, H-10), 6.21 (1H, H-14), 3.70 (2H, H-11), 6.50 (1H, d, H-12), 6.38–3.23 (3H, three overlapped doublets, H-7, H-8, H-10), 2.58 (3H, CH<sub>3</sub>-19), 2.11 (2H, H-4), 2.08 (3H, s, CH<sub>3</sub>-18), 1.78 (3H, s, CH<sub>3</sub>-17), 1.72 (2H, H-3), 1.57 (2H, H-2), and 1.27 (6H, s, CH<sub>3</sub>-16, 16'). Ultraviolet-visible (G3<sub>4-trans-<i>Ret</i></sub> in CH<sub>3</sub>OH): 355 nm (ε = 1.5·10<sup>4</sup> mol<sup>-1</sup>·dm<sup>3</sup>·cm<sup>-1</sup>.

### Synthesis of PAMAM G3-Pyr and G3-PLP bioconjugates

Condensation of Pyr with amine group-terminated G3 in methanol or PLP with G3 was performed in methanol and water, respectively, by stepwise addition of a 0.01 M solution of G3 and PLP with G3 was performed in methanol and water, respectively, by stepwise addition of a 0.01 M solution of G3 and PLP in water into an approximately 1 M solution of G3 in methanol or water, respectively (15 cm<sup>3</sup> containing about 105 mg of G3). The stoichiometry of G3<sub>4-Pyr</sub> and G3<sub>4-PLP</sub> bioconjugates (n = number of Pyr or PLP molecules covalently attached to terminal nitrogen atoms via an aldimine bond, Figure 3) was monitored by <sup>1</sup>H NMR spectroscopy. Finally, the G3<sub>4-Pyr</sub> and G3<sub>4-PLP</sub> were purified by dialysis, as mentioned earlier, isolated, and characterized by <sup>1</sup>H and <sup>31</sup>P NMR spectra. In a separate smaller experiment, stepwise addition of PLP was continued across a broader range of PLP:G3 molar ratios in order to characterize the G3<sub>4-PLP</sub> bioconjugates by ultraviolet-visible spectra (Figure 4).

<sup>1</sup>H NMR (G3<sub>4-PLP</sub> in CD<sub>3</sub>OD; see Figure 3 for atom numbering): 8.89 ppm (1H, H-7), 7.57 (1H, H6), 4.79 (2H, H-8), 3.86 (2H, H-9), 3.55 (2H, H-10), 2.58 (3H, CH<sub>3</sub>-2), 3.15 ppm. Ultraviolet-visible (G3<sub>4-PLP</sub> in CH<sub>3</sub>OH): 288 nm (ε = 2.5·10<sup>4</sup> mol<sup>-1</sup>·dm<sup>3</sup>·cm<sup>-1</sup>), 332 (ε = 9.4·10<sup>3</sup> mol<sup>-1</sup>·dm<sup>3</sup>·cm<sup>-1</sup>). <sup>1</sup>H NMR (G3<sub>4-Pyr</sub> in CD<sub>3</sub>OD): 8.93 ppm (1H, H-7), 7.84 (1H, H6), 4.76 (2H, H-8), 3.84 (2H, H-9), 3.58 (2H, H-10) 2.58 (3H, CH<sub>3</sub>-2).

### Catalytic tests

In vitro studies of transfer of an amine group from L-alanine to α-ketoglutarate were performed on an NMR sample scale. A solution of L-alanine and α-ketoglutarate (both at a concentration of 20 mM) and 2 mM Pyr or PLP were adjusted to pH 7.4 with sodium deuteroxide solution in D<sub>2</sub>O and the <sup>1</sup>H NMR spectrum was recorded. To this sample, 10 μL of stock solution of transaminase (5 mg/mL) was injected and NMR spectra were then recorded at 5-minute intervals. The same conditions were used to study the bioconjugates, except that Pyr and PLP were replaced with G3<sub>4-Pyr</sub> and G3<sub>4-PLP</sub> at 0.5 mM concentrations. The overlay spectra are presented in Figure 5 and in the Supplementary materials as Figures S1 and S2.

### Results and discussion

The amine groups of the PAMAM dendrimers are readily convertible into Schiff bases via condensation with aldehydes. We used a simple protocol for this reaction to obtain conjugates of G3 PAMAM dendrimer containing 32 terminal amine groups with biologically important vitamins, ie, Ret (13-cis and all-trans) and Pyr or PLP.
G3<sup>n</sup>Ret bioconjugates

Stepwise addition of 13-cis-retinal or all-trans-retinal into G3 in methanol resulted in formation of G3<sup>n</sup>ret bioconjugates at variable substitution steps (n = 1–16), accompanied by marked changes in the ultraviolet-visible spectra (Figure 2). Initially the absorption band attributed to aldimine n → π* transition was centered at 363 nm (for n = 1), which gradually shifted to a higher energy level (328 nm) upon increasing n to 16, ie, to the point where 50% of the amine groups in G3 were converted into Schiff base. Presumably the hypsochromic shift observed was due to interaction between the unsaturated hydrocarbon chains of all-trans-retinal within the bioconjugate. The sigmoidal plot of λ<sub>max</sub> versus n (Figure 5) showed the inflection point to be at about n = 6, corresponding to the statistical situation whereby every retinal substituent had at least one other retinal molecule attached to the proximal amine group of G3.

Both 13-cis-retinal and 13-trans-retinal were used to obtain G3<sup>cis</sup>Ret and G3<sup>trans</sup>Ret bioconjugates. The 1H NMR spectra of these compounds were recorded in methanol-d<sub>4</sub> (Figure 6). The most characteristic resonance of the bioconjugates was that for the aldimine proton (H-15) which was diagnostic for Schiff base formation. The signal shifted from 10.15 ppm (13-cis-retinal) or 10.03 ppm (13-trans-retinal) to 8.59 ppm for G3<sup>cis</sup>Ret or 8.48 ppm for G3<sup>trans</sup>Ret.

The G3<sup>trans</sup>Ret bioconjugate was stable in solution when the sample was protected from air and light (Figure 6, lower spectrum), while G3<sup>cis</sup>Ret underwent spontaneous conversion within 12 hours under the same conditions into a mixture of G3<sub>x</sub>Ret species (where x = cis or trans, Figure 6, upper spectrum). The G3<sup>trans</sup>Ret bioconjugate actually corresponds to a mixture of species with predominantly n = 4. The high-intensity resonances within the 2.3–3.4 ppm region belong to the PAMAM dendrimer, while those below 2.25 ppm correspond to the methyl and methylene protons of the retinal substituent. The most characteristic resonances of PAMAM in G3<sup>trans</sup>Ret and the other bioconjugates obtained here are those of two methylene group protons, H-20 and H-21 (for atom numbering see Figure 1), seen at 3.70 and 3.51 ppm, respectively. The broad resonance at 8.2 ppm (lower spectrum) belongs to the internal N-H protons of the PAMAM dendrimer, which slowly undergoes substitution with the deuterium solvent and eventually disappears, and hence is not present in the upper spectrum for the bioconjugate mixture which was recorded after 12 hours of incubation of initial G3<sup>cis</sup>Ret in methanol-d<sub>4</sub>.

The 13-cis-trans conversion in the G3<sup>ret</sup> conjugates is not surprising in view of previous studies of retinal conformation in Schiff bases. Ab initio quantum chemical and free energy
simulation and dynamic simulation show that lowest energy configuration is all-trans, which is about 2.1 kcal/mol lower than that of 13-cis. Moreover, the flexibility induced by the polyene chain of retinal in the bacteriorhodopsin-retinal Schiff base might be responsible for enabling the cis-trans transition and modifying the pKₐ of the retinal-protonated Schiff base in bacteriorhodopsin.

G₃ⁿPyr and G₃ⁿPLP bioconjugates

Stepwise addition of pyridoxal hydrochloride solution into G3 (both in methanol) resulted in formation of G₃ⁿPLP bioconjugates, which were characterized by ¹H NMR spectra. The characteristic resonances of this bioconjugate are those of the aldime proton (H-7) at 8.93 ppm, the aromatic proton (H-6) at 7.84 ppm, and the 5-CH₂OH singlet at 4.76 ppm. The yellow compound is stable in aqueous and methanolic solutions. The solubility of the G₃ⁿPLP analog in methanol is lower than that of G₃ⁿPyr, nevertheless the ¹H NMR spectrum was recorded in methanol-d₄ for comparative purposes. In this solvent, the chemical shift of the H-6 and H-7 protons was similar to those for G₃ⁿPyr (7.57 and 8.89 ppm, respectively), while the doublet of 5-CH₂OPO₃⁻ protons (H-8) is shifted downfield to 4.79 ppm. Stepwise addition of PLP in water into an aqueous solution of G3 enabled recording of the ultraviolet-visible spectra for G₃ⁿPLP bioconjugates (Figure 4), which differed considerably from that for PLP itself, in that the π → π* transition band centered at 295 nm for the PLP aldehyde split into three bands centered at 340 nm, 275 nm, and 255 nm (shoulder) of almost equal intensity upon formation of the Schiff base. The averaged extinction coefficient per one adjacent PLP remains constant (5.0 × 10⁴ mol⁻¹ dm³ cm⁻¹) and is slightly lower than that for PLP itself (6.2 × 10⁴ mol⁻¹ dm³ cm⁻¹), suggesting that no strong interaction between adjacent PLP substituents is present in G₃ⁿPLP until n = 16. However, the highly substituted G₃ⁿPLP became insoluble in water. Therefore, both types of Pyr bioconjugate containing four equivalents of vitamin, ie, G₃ⁿPyr and G₃ⁿPLP, were used for subsequent biochemical and pharmacokinetic tests in vitro.

Release of Pyr and PLP from bioconjugates and transamination

Schiff bases are labile in water. Every aldehyde condensation step with amines is reversible, including the formation of hemiaminals. The presence of hemiaminals and their back conversion into free aldehyde has been demonstrated using model systems, including Schiff bases obtained from PAMAM dendrimers and aldehydes. Because PLP is a crucial
As cofactor for transaminases, we have tested G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} and also G3\textsuperscript{4Pyr} as potential cofactor donors. In order to test the bioavailability of PLP incorporated into a G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} bioconjugate, we used glutamic pyruvic transaminase from porcine heart tissue (EC 2.6.1.2) and monitored amine transfer from the L-alanine donor to α-ketoglutarate under \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectral control in D\textsubscript{2}O. In the control experiment, PLP was used as an enzyme cofactor. Amine transfer and formation of L-glutamate was triggered by addition of L-alanine into a solution already containing 0.02 M L-alanine and α-ketoglutarate to L-glutamate (approximately 0.05 mg as an enzyme cofactor. Amine transfer and formation of L-glutamate was triggered by addition of PLP (final concentration 0.002 M, ie, 2 µmol in 1 mL of an NMR sample) into the solution containing 0.02 M L-alanine and α-ketoglutarate and glutamic pyruvic transaminase (approximately 0.05 mg corresponding to three units) in a 1 cm\textsuperscript{3} sample at pH 7.6. Fifty percent conversion of α-ketoglutarate to L-glutamate was achieved in 45 minutes (see Figure S1 for \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectra of the reaction mixture). An almost analogous spectral image was obtained when G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} was added as the cofactor source (Figure 7). In this case, the transamination reaction was triggered by addition of L-alanine into a solution already containing α-ketoglutarate, glutamic pyruvic transaminase, and G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} (0.5 µmol, all other concentrations and numbers of µmol were the same as in the control experiment). The \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectral assignments were done by two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy. For the starting solution, from which L-alanine was absent, the 3-CH\textsubscript{2} and 4-CH\textsubscript{2} triplet resonances are seen at 5.35 ppm and 3.50 ppm, respectively, while all other broad resonances belonging to the PAMAM protons and PLP residues are shown in the full-range spectrum at 8.73 (N = CH-7) and 7.50 (6-H). Four minutes after addition of L-alanine, the resonances of L-glutamate appear as multiplets from two magnetically nonequivalent 4-CH\textsubscript{2} centered at 1.96 ppm and 3-CH\textsubscript{2} centered at 2.24 ppm. No 2-CH (Ala) resonance was observed due to involvement of the deuterium oxide solvent. In the course of the reaction, the resonances from L-alanine disappear (2-CH) or broaden slightly due to formation of a Schiff base between L-alanine and PLP, which in fact is the species actively involved in transamination. Again, 50% conversion of α-ketoglutarate → L-glutamate was achieved within approximately 45 minutes, while the methyl group resonance of L-alanine was no longer detected in the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture. Thus, the puzzling issue remains concerning the fate of the amine groups not involved in transamination with α-ketoglutarate.

The most surprising result was obtained in the last transamination experiment, in which G3\textsuperscript{4Pyr} was used as a potential cofactor source for transaminase. Transamination proceeded in the same way as that for G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} (Figure S2). No reaction was observed when Pyr was used instead of G3\textsuperscript{4Pyr} in the control experiment. The cofactor activity of G3\textsuperscript{4Pyr} in the amine transfer from L-alanine to α-ketoglutarate suggests that activation of Pyr as a cofactor for transaminase occurs via covalent bonding of Pyr to PAMAM G3.

**Figure 7** Relevant fragments of \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectra of reaction mixtures, containing α-ketoglutarate (20 mM), glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (3 units), G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} (2 mM); the full spectrum is presented in (a) in the inset two resonances of PLP substituent at 8.8 ppm (H-7) and 7.5 ppm (H-6) are shown together with residual NH (PAMAM) resonance. (b) α-ketoglutarate and L-alanine (initial concentrations 20 mM), glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (3 units), and G3\textsuperscript{4PLP} (2 mM) after four minutes of reaction. (c–e) Components as in (b) after 9, 25, and 56 minutes, respectively. **Note:** The assignments of resonances were done according to the numbering scheme (shown in the right margin). **Abbreviations:** NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; PAMAM, polyamidomine; PLP, pyridoxal phosphate.
Amine group transfer from pyridoxamine covalently incorporated into the core of PAMAM to phenylpyruvic and pyruvic acid, as well as racemization of alanine by Pyr covalently incorporated into the core of polyethylenimine dendrimers has been reported. In order to characterize the roles of the PAMAM carrier and the PAMAM-PLP and PAMAM-Pyr bioconjugates further, we performed additional control experiments. Amine transfer from PAMAM to α-ketoglutarate did not occur in the absence or presence of glutamic pyruvic transaminase when L-alanine was absent. Thus the PAMAM dendrimer was excluded as an amine group donor. G3P and G3Pyr in the absence of glutamic pyruvic transaminase did not catalyze amine transfer from L-alanine to α-ketoglutarate, demonstrating that the bioconjugates did not play a catalytic role. Finally, transamination did not occur when G3 was added to the system containing L-alanine, α-ketoglutarate, and glutamic pyruvic transaminase, indicating that G3 was not an activator of glutamic pyruvic transaminase.

**Permeation through PVDF membrane**

Permeation of G3Ret and G3PLP conjugates through PVDF was tested using a buffered water:ethanol receiving solution. The conjugates were soluble in this solvent to a concentration of $10^{-3}$ mol dm$^{-3}$, so we could obtain the ultraviolet-visible spectra. We measured the extinction at $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ for G3Ret and G3PLP conjugates at 355 nm and 275 nm, respectively, and took the full spectra in order to confirm the identity of the conjugates by comparing them with the original spectra of these species. The flux, measured under reproducible conditions for both the test systems, changed in a typical manner, being high during the first half hour of the experiment and becoming stable (in a stationary condition) thereafter. The diffusion profiles were plotted as the cumulative amount of conjugate versus time or percentage of diffused species versus time. The conjugates showed different fluxes in stationary conditions, ie, the flux of G3PLP was 1.5 μmol h$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, while that of G3Ret was as low as 0.4 μmol h$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. The cumulative percentage plots for the diffused species versus time are shown in Figure 8. The linear fit for these experimental profiles was applied in the region of stationary conditions, and the slopes of the fitted lines (expressed in % h$^{-1}$) can be interpreted in terms of the diffusion ability of the conjugates. Thus, the slopes of the fitted line for G3Ret (0.44% ± 0.03% h$^{-1}$) and for G3PLP (1.36% ± 0.06% h$^{-1}$) demonstrate clearly an approximately two-fold lower permeation ability for the G3Ret conjugate than for the G3PLP. For comparison, control experiments were performed on release of trans-retinal and PLP from the same emulsion (Figure 8).

Comparing the diffusion rates for the G3Ret conjugate with those of Ret alone, one can see that the bioconjugate acts as a vitamin permeation promoter, while comparison of the diffusion profiles for G3PLP and PLP indicate that, in this case, the bioconjugate slows diffusion of PLP. Generally, by introducing enhancement factors (EF) as the ratio of the diffusion rate of bioconjugates (or host–guest complexes G3-X, where X = ascorbic acid, riboflavin, or 8-methoxypsoralen) to the diffusion rate of the free species X, the ability of the G3 PAMAM dendrimer to influence permeation can be estimated quantitatively. Thus, EF values of >1 demonstrate the ability of the G3 PAMAM dendrimer to promote transdermal diffusion, while EF values <1 indicate that the dendrimer retards diffusion (Table 1).

Permeation efficiency (diffusion rate of drug or prodrug, including bioconjugates) is influenced by two main factors, ie, size and flexibility of the species and its water solubility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Diffusion rate [% h$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Enhancement factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G3 Ret</td>
<td>2.18 ± 0.23$^a$</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3Ret</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.06$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP</td>
<td>1.83 ± 0.04$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3Ret</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.03$^a$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ret</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.02$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3–B2</td>
<td>1.21 ± 0.05$^a$</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3–C</td>
<td>3.79 ± 0.35$^a$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3–MOP</td>
<td>2.41 ± 0.09$^a$</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* $^a$Values in the present study.

**Table 1** Diffusion ability of various species (G3 bioconjugates and host–guest complexes) studied by release from emulsions followed by permeation through polyvinylidene difluoride.
We used a G3 PAMAM dendrimer as a macromolecular transdermal platform for drug diffusion. We have determined previously the rate of diffusion of G3 itself (G3 labeled with one fluorescein substituent [G3\(^*_1\)]),\(^2\) which gave us a reference value of 2.18% ± 0.23% h\(^{-1}\).

For bioconjugates bearing four substituents of Ret, Pyr, or PLP, the diffusion rate is lower, which can be attributed to the larger size of the bioconjugate than G3 itself (2.2 nm in diameter). Nevertheless, the bioconjugates do modify the diffusion of free Ret or PLP. In the case of Ret, which is insoluble in water (but soluble in oil phase emulsion) the bioconjugate diffuses faster than Ret due to better solubility of the G3\(^*_4\) bioconjugate than Ret in water. In the case of PLP, the effect is opposite, in that PLP diffuses faster than the macromolecular G3\(^*_4\) bioconjugate (both water-soluble) due to a steric effect.

For host–guest complexes with PAMAM as the host, the PAMAM carrier diminishes the rate of diffusion of water-soluble vitamin C by four times through porcine ear skin and by 1.5 times through PVDF.\(^{27}\) On the other hand, G3 acts as a solubilizer for water-insoluble riboflavin\(^1\) and 8-methoxypsoralene,\(^4\) and promotes their diffusion. The enhancement factor was 4 through PVDF and 3 through porcine ear skin for riboflavin\(^1\) and 3 for 8-methoxypsoralen as demonstrated in vitro using PVDF and porcine ear skin models, as well as in vivo studies using rat skin with confocal microscopy monitoring.\(^{17}\)

**Conclusion**

Vitamin B\(_6\) and vitamin A readily form conjugates with third-generation PAMAM dendrimers as Schiff bases. Condensation of 13-\(\text{cis}\) and 13-\(\text{trans}\-)retinal with G3 resulted in formation of conjugates with variable degrees of PAMAM substitution. The attached molecules of 13-\(\text{cis}\)-retinal undergo 13-\(\text{cis}\) → 13-\(\text{trans}\) conversion within the Schiff base. Polypeptide chains of 13-\(\text{trans}\)-retinal interact mutually within the bioconjugate. PLP is readily available as a cofactor for transaminase when released from a G3 bioconjugate, which was demonstrated in vitro by amine transfer from L-alanine to \(\alpha\)-ketoglutarate, as confirmed by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy.

The Pyr bioconjugated with G3 behaves the same as G3\(^*_4\)PLP and in contrary to free pyridoxal, which is not cofactor for transaminase. Thus, it undergoes activation upon binding to the PAMAM dendrimer. Bioconjugates of PLP and Ret with a G3 PAMAM dendrimer diffuse through a PVDF skin model membrane slightly slower than G3 labeled with single fluorescein. Finally, bioconjugates of G3 with vitamin A and vitamin B6 aldehydes can be used as transdermal drug delivery vehicles. In the case of bioconjugates with Pyr and PLP, the vitamins become available as transaminase cofactors, which is crucial when using these conjugates to feed skin.
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Supplementary figures

Figure S1 The $^1$H NMR spectra of reaction mixture containing pyridoxal phosphate (2 mM), L-alanine and α-ketoglutarate (both 20 mmM) and transaminase (3 units) in D$_2$O, pH = 7.4.

Abbreviation: NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance.

Figure S2 The relevant fragments of $^1$H NMR spectra of reaction mixture containing G3P (2 mM), L-alanine and α-ketoglutarate (both 20 mmM) and transaminase (3 units) in D$_2$O, pH = 7.4, recorded after (from bottom to top): 2, 6, 10, 20, and 45 minutes, respectively.

Abbreviation: NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance.